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THE VERY WELL POISED 6^6

RICHARD ASKEY1 AND MOURAD E.-H. ISMAIL2

Abstract. A simple proof is given for Bailey's sum of the very well poised

6\p6 and then this is shown to contain a ^-extension of the partial fraction

decomposition of escroc.

1. Introduction. Bailey's sum of the very well poised 6t//6 is

S   (1 - aq2") (b; <?)„(c; q).(d; q).(e; q)„ 1 a2q \"

-<n    C-o)    (aq/b;q)„(aq/c;q)„(aq/d:q)„(aq/e;q)„\bcde)

.   (aq; q)«>(aq/bc; q)„(aq/bd; q)„(aq/be; q)^(aq/cd; q)x,(aq/ce; q)x(aq/de; <?)«,(<?; q)„(q/a; q)„

(q/b; q)*,(q/c; q)o0(q/d; q)„(q/e; q)œ(aq/b; q)„(aq/c; q)„(aq/d; q)a>(aq/e; q)œ(a2q/bcde; q)„

(1.1)

where

00

(a; q)œ=  J[ (1 - aq"),        \q\<\, (1.2)
n = 0

and

(,i*-lÄ"   l'l<1' (u)
Andrews [1, §3] gives a proof of this which is more elementary than the three

previous proofs and then gives a sample of the type of results that can be

obtained from it. Other ^-series identities that follow from the 6\¡/6 are given

by Slater [9]. She remarks that it was only possible to find some of her results

after learning of this formula from Bailey. The special case e = q, which is

the very well poised 6<p5, was not sufficient for her purposes. It is easy to

derive the 6<p5 summation formula, so it is satisfying, and somewhat surpris-

ing, to see that the 6^6 summation formula can be obtained as a simple

consequence of the special case e = q. The method we use has been used

before to extend another result for a power series to a Laurent series [6]. All

that is necessary is to show that two analytic functions agree infinitely often

near a point that is an interior point of the set of analyticity. The method is

very old and it has not been used on these problems because attention was

directed to the wrong variable.
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2. Watson's transformation. Watson [10] found a proof of the Rogers-

Ramanujan identities by first extending a transformation of Whipple from

hypergeometric series to basic hypergeometric series and then letting all but

one of the parameters go to infinity. His transformation has many other

applications. It is

8?>7

¡a,   qVa ,    -qVâ ,   b,   c,   d,   e,    q~" a2q"+2\

\ Va , - Va" , aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aqn+] bcde   I

_   (<*?; l)Aa<}/de; q)n       laq/bc,   d,    e,   q~"        \ ^ \)

(aq/d;q)„(aq/e;q)nm\de/aq\aq/b,aq/c   ' 9'V

A simple derivation of (2.1) from orthogonal polynomials is given in [2].

Formula (2.1) can be rewritten as

(a,    qVa ,    - qVa ,   b,   c,   d,   e,   f              a2q2 \
> Q' - I

Vä , - Vö , aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aq/f        bcdef I

^   (a°; q)oo(aq/de; q)a0(aq/df; q)„(aq/ef; q)x        laq/bc,    d,    e,   f \        ,- ...

(aq/d; q)J.aq/e; q)„(aq/f; q)„(aq/def; q)„ 4<PH def/a, aq/b, aq/c ' *' V      ^*f

Watson [10] suggested that (2.2) should hold when the left-hand side does not

terminate as long as the series on the right-hand side does terminate. Bailey

[4] gave a proof of this. The following argument shows that Watson could

have concluded this directly from (2.1). Let 1//= z. Formula (2.2) can be

written as

? „ (z-\)(z-q)--(z-q-1) _    ,     ,      (agz/d; q)x(aqz/e; g).

„~0  "     (1 - aqz) ■ ■ ■ (1 - aq-z) V '   '   ' (aqz; q)oa(aqz/ae; q)x

x   y      (aq/bc;q)n(d;q)„(e;q)„ (1 - z-')■•• (1 - g-'/,)       _Q

n>0 («q/b; <l)n(aq/c; q)„(q; q)„     (1 - de/az) • • • (1 - deq"-l/az)

where an and F(a, d, e) are independent of z. U aq/bc = q~k is fixed, then

this function is an analytic function of z for \z\ < nùn(\aq\~x, \dea~lqk~x\). It

vanishes when z = qj, j = 1, 2, . . . , and so vanishes identically. Thus (2.2)

holds when the series on the right-hand side terminates. When this series does

not terminate there is a second term on the right. See [4]. Jackson's sum of the

very well poised 6<p5 is an easy consequence of (2.2). Let d = aqc~x. This

gives

(a,   qva ,    —qva,   b,   e,   f       aq \

Va~ ,-V~a,aq/b,aq/e,aq/f   '   ' beI j

(ao\ q)*>(a<llde; q)x(aq/df; q)x(aq/ef; q)x       I d/b,   e,   f \     ß 3)

(aq/d;q)x(aq/e;q)0!1(aq/f;q)o0(aq/def;q)xl^2\def/a,aq/b,q'q)

where d/b = q~k. The 3<p2 in this equality is balanced (Saalschutzian), i.e., it

is

lq-k,    a,    b \

Hc,abqx-kc-x'q'q}
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and so can be summed by

i q *'  a>   b ■ n n I = (c/fl; q)k(c/b; q)k

Úc,abqx-kc-x'q,q)~    (c;i)k(c/ab;q)k

or

6Î>5

n, ( "'    b'    c    ■ n n\ = (d/fli l)^(d/b; <Ù<Â.d/c; g)ca(d/abc; q)x (7 ¿.

392\d,abcqd-"q''1)       (d;q)x(d/ab;q)x(d/ac;q)x(d/bc;q)x  ' **">

when this series terminates. Using (2.4) in (2.3) gives

(a,    qva ,    -qVä,    b,    e,   f        aq \

Va~ ,-V¿,aq/b,aq/e,aq/f  '   ' *"*)

m  (**?; g)oo(ag/g/; l)oo(ag/be; l)■*>(<"!/bf; a)oo (2.5)

(aq/b; q)x(aq/e; q)x(aq/f; q)x(aq/bef; q)x '

Observe that the parameter d which was used to terminate the right-hand side

of (2.3) has disappeared. The only condition needed in (2.5) is \aq\ < \bef\ to

insure convergence and then isolated conditions on b, e and / to avoid poles.

3. Bailey's sum. Bailey [5] found the sum of

y (gVa i g)„(-<?Va ; q)„(b; q)Ác; °Ud; g)n(e; q)n t g\ \"   ^ j.

~" (^ :«).(- v« ; l)„(<»l/b; lUaq/c; q)„(aq/d; qUaq/e; *)/**'"

When e = a the series (3.1) becomes the series in (2.5) since \/(q; q)„ = 0

when n = — 1, — 2, . . . . Surprisingly it is possible to obtain the sum of (3.1)

directly from (2.5). When aq/e = qm+x, or e = aq~m, then (3.1) is

V (?a'/2; lU-iai/2; g)n(b; g)„(c; g)n(d; g)n(ag-"; g)„        ( agm+i \n

»--<» (a1/2; q\(-a^2; q)a(aq/b; q)n(aq/c; q)n(ag/d; <,)„(<T + 1; g)n \   bed   )

m   S   (1 - aq2"-2") (b;q)n_m(c:q)n-m{d;q)n_m(aq-"<;q)n_m /ag-*'\-"

.-o       0-«)        (aq/b;q)n-m("q/c;q)n-„(aq/d;q)a.m(am+i;q)n.m\   bed   )

m       (b;g).m(c;g)^„(d;g).m(ag—;g)-m(\-ag-2m)      I   bed   \m

{aq/b; g)-m(aq/c; g)-m{ag/d; q)-m(q" + l; ?)_m(l - a) \ aq»*1 )

x   Ä    (1 - aq-2™*2")        (bq-^qUcq-^qUdq-^qUaq-^q),       (aqm+lY

n-0    (\-aq-2")     (aqt-'"/b;q)n(aq>-"/c;q)n(aq1-"'/d;qUq;g)n\    bed)'

This series is very well poised so it can be summed by (2.5). The resulting

infinite products can be simplified, using

(a.a)   -  («;?)- !     „(-WÎ1)
'*'""      (aq-;q)x      (aq-"; q)n      (q/a; qW '

When this is done the resulting identity is (1.1) with e = aq~m. If x = ae~x

then both sides of (1.1) are analytic functions of x for

|*| < minfla^-'l, \q~x\, \bcda-xq-x\),

and they agree when x = qm, m = 0, 1, . . . . Thus they must be identically

equal.
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4. An identity of Jacobi. The <7-gamma function Tq(x) is defined by

Tq(x) = -^x-£*-(l-q)x-x,        0<q<l. (4.1)

F. H. Jackson [7] introduced this function and gave some properties. Others

are given in [3]. Most of the classical properties of the gamma function have

been extended to the rí-gamma function. Here is another extension of

rwr(i-x) = -j^-. (4.2)
sin iTX

In formula (1.1) let e -» 00, d = (aq)x/2. This sum is then

S   (1 - ag2") (b; q)n(c; q)n(-i)nq(i) ( a3/2ql/2y

-<*>    0 - a)       (aq/b;q)n(aq/c;q)n    \      be     )

^ (<"l\ q)x(<"l/bc; q)x((aq)1/2/b; g)00((qg)'/2/c; q)x(q; q)x(q/a; q)x

(q/b; q)x(q/c; q)x((q/a),/2; qU(aq/b; q)x(aq/c; q)x((aq)l/2; q)a

Next write (1 - q/a) = (1 + (qa~x)x/2)(\ - (aq~x)x/2), so that

(g/a; g)«     =     (<?2fl~';g)oo    /,   ,  /    -ixi/2\

((q/a)i/2;q)x      W/2a-X^a)^       W      '    *"

Then let a -* q. The result is

S   (1 - g2"**)  (b;q)n(c;q)„(-l)n  g^+3^2 _     (g2; g)x(g2/bc; g)x       ,..s

-=0      (1 - q)      tf/b; q)„(q2/c; q)n      (be)" (q2/b; q)x(q2/c; q)^    V   '   '

Replace q by q2 and let b = ql+2x,c = qx~2x. Formula (4.4) is then

S (l - g*n+2) (V+2*; gW-2*; fU-W*"

-*>    (l-?2) (?3+2-; q2)^3-2*; q2)n

. 2       (q4;q2)x(q2;q2)~ (4.5)
(q3+2x; q2)^-2*: q2)~

or

1 V (l-g4"+2)(-l)V2+"_(q2;q2)j (46)

2 A   (1   -   ̂ l^Xl   _   ,*.♦•-*) (,1+2,. ,2)^.-2*. ^   • I'    >

Using the ^-gamma function this can be rewritten as

(1 - q2)   v (l-q4"+2)(-l)nq"2+"

(1 _ 92»+l+2x)(1 _ ^-M-2*)

This can be rewritten by breaking up the terms in the sum by partial fractions

and rearranging. The result is

rvo/2 + ,)iv(i/2-,)-il^l S n }lZ™-l>Z;'     ■   (4.7)

Ml/2 + x)T¿l/2 -*) = (!- q2) _| (/;^l} .      (4.8)

Replacing 2x + 1 by 2x gives

rt(x)r,(i - x) = 2 (     y   'L'-• (4-9)
-oo (1  - 9 )
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When q -» 1    this reduces to

r(x)r(i-x)= f i^.-» (4.10)
— » n T x      sm iTX

A formula equivalent to (4.7) was given by Jacobi [8, p. 187, formula (11)].

There are other ways to prove (4.9), but this proof is interesting for it gives

one further example of a nice result that follows from the 6\p6 formula. Other

formulas that are easy corollaries of this summation formula are the formulas

for the number of representations of n as the sum of 2, 4, 6 or 8 squares. See

Andrews [1].
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